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Deadlines for planning details may need to be
adjusted from the standardized 

catering sales timeline
 

Heightened awareness may be necessary with
projected guest attendances

 What works for one group, may not work for another. For
this reason, we will prepare custom menus that are tailored

to meet your function needs
 

Wait times in lines may be increased. Strategies on how to
schedule and stagger meal service times for larger groups

with limited service time, should be discussed.

Outlining the catering budget earlier in the planning
process is more important than ever, in order for

planning alignment to be on target
 

Communication is key from all parties involved. It is
important to us, that we walk you through every newly

implemented planning & event execution element.
 
 

Knowing the full scope of the event is critical to the success
of detailing the food and beverage functions appropriately.  

 
Items such as historical insight, guest demographics, room

diagrams, and agenda timelines are instrumental in the
planning process.

 
 

PLANNING

In order to prepare for the evolving nature of how catering events may be handled in
the future, we have provided some example strategies and scenarios 

to give you the reassurance that our team is prepared 

Determining the catering selections for event functions will require

a more ADAPTABLE planning approach both from our team and yours
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With simplistic elements & creativity, we will continuously develop new ways

to take a very “sterile situation” and create an environment that makes guests

feel safe and comfortable while being inviting and fun

 

Strategic diagramming for guest service flow is at the fore-front of our minds

   

We promote “Physical Distancing” vs. “Social Distancing” and our ways of

operating should prove this. After all, our new way of life in this industry is to

find ways to be “social” and gather, while physically respecting distance for

everyone’s well-being

Our employees are just as excited to socialize as you are! Expect to receive

positive, friendly and informative interactions

A pre-packaged meal should be no different in level of expectation than a

served hot meal. All service scenarios will be made with care, love and

creativity

experience

quick-guide related to the evolving

guest experience initiatives
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enhanced services

With our strengthened adaptability, we will continue to offer
supplemental items such as sanitation stations, breath barriers and

directional signage as add-on services.  
We want to ensure the comfortability of both our client's and attendees

as we get back to in-person events!  

modifications to service-styles and catering event

execution may still be implemented upon client's request.

 

 

please connect with a catering sales manager to

discuss available options. 
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